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Hi Everyone,

We've got another release going here. If you have a linksys router, and would like to be able to
capture the logs that come out of it (ie. look at all the hackers trying to get into your network...or
where all your webbrowsing is going), this is the app you need to download. It is a standalone
java application, so it should work fine on any platform. It does simple things, like log to a file,
but also supports database logging...this is where xoops comes in...

This is not a xoops module, YET. But, if people are interested, we will make a xoops frontend to
the database of logs!

You can download the release off of sourceforge:
Here

If you have feedback, please feel free to post on our Forums

http://www.bcollar.org/modules/mydownloads/visit.php?lid=2
http://www.bcollar.org
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